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WONDER SEEKERS 



The Story

“Wonder Seekers” is a role playing action oriented game set in 2170. It
illustrates the adventures of Polina and Brio: A girl and her 1.20m parrot
friend, who work hard to pay for rent and keep their Robots repairmen shop
opened. To survive growing pollution humanity created floating cities.

To achieve the final goal, the player will control Polina as she adventures
with her friend out of the city in the polluted but visually appealing external
world to find the material needed for repairs. In these variant abandoned
lands she’ll encounter numerous beasts of both innocent and deadly nature.
The player goal will be the one of retrieve materials to satisfy clients
requests and earn enough money to buy the Emporium propriety!



The Project

My “wonder seeker” project will focus on Concept Art, as I consider this to be the

form of visual expression which best suits my creativity and would like to work as

a Game Artist after graduation.

With this project I intend to cover all the visual concepting and design elements

to make “wonder seekers” an actual plausible game concept.

I plan to paint a series of concept art pieces illustrating the game I will then print

as well as create a book of illustration detailing designs, narrative and game play

elements. I will also produce a sculpted model of a character. There should not be

any problem of economical nature as most work is done digitally and I have

printing HQ facilities available for a very moderate price.

This research and experimentation file will explore the different software,

inspirations, techniques, issues raised and investigations I conducted to prepare

for the realization of my final project.



The main issues raised in my research are:

AUDIENCE UNDERSTANDING

• How I can efficiently create works capable of communicating with an audience, providing them clues and information about game,
themes and characters solemnly through their visuals. Discovering how to achieve aesthetic distance (when communication
between painter and viewer is present but invisible to the eye of the viewer, making it perceive a painting as realistic or believable)

VISUAL SYMBOLISM AND PERCEPTION

• How I can create, original works representing a dystopic environment which is perceived as pleasing by both young and older
audiences and game protagonists. Hunting for the most efficient way to make my works look original and aesthetically appealable.
Experimenting also to implement a sensation of movement in illustrated works to make them more engaging.

MERGING DIFFERENT ARTISTIC STYLE

• Discover how I can merge and extrapolate from different artistic styles and movements to better transmit emotions, sense of
wonder and more generally set a specific mood to the viewer. Merge 2D and 3D digital software to produce innovative artistic
works. Use and improve my visual expression techniques of traditional drawing and sculpting as well as my digital ones with
programs as Photoshop, 3DSMAX and Zbrush.

ENGAGMENT AND CONSISTENCY

• Designing a whole consistent virtual world. Where every assets and drawing relates to one another and is perceived as believable
and engaging to its audience.
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EXPERIMENTAL FINAL PIECES







My objective with the environment representation of my project is the one of
creating a believable representation of a marvellous but apocalyptic futuristic
earth. My environment research aimed at solving the issue of how I could
visually transmit this concept visually through my art. To do this I researched
into:

• City of Milan landscapes, where ancient architecture is mixed with the new
one. I think it would be visually interesting to project this type of architecture
in a near-future representation of earth.

• Fantasy settings and buildings present in the Star Wars inspired by real
buidings to improve their credibility. Getting inspired from artists as
Moebius, who creates stunning beliavable depiction of fiction.

• Aosta wildernss and characteristics environment which are dominated by
clouds, mountain and nature elements which I find incredibly visually
appealing. Taking in consideration the Romantic depiction of the place by
Turner.

A Turner reproduction sketch I made





I continued my research into the setting of my project exloring how I could
figuratevily attach an allegoric meaning of wonder to fog and pollution.

Since I had the idea of creating a floating city, after withnessing the strange
phenomenon of the Flying City over china, I came up with the idea of creating a
flying city. After researching, I discovered that the idea of a city high above the
ground has been highly used in fiction and decided to differenciate mine from
the rest by having all the buildings composing the city upside-down. Simingly
making the urban landcape look like a tantacled «jelly fish».

As I researched how various media depicted imaginary cities I focused on
analyzing the way they use camera and focus to immerge the viewer in the
fictionary world. I intend to design dynamic settingy to influence the viewer
mood and direction his attention.

A Jellyfish I made from
photographic reference



This movie by Neill Blomkamp was one of
my main inspiration for this project as I
found its representation of technology
and use of colour to be extremely efficient
ins setting a viewers mood and visually
influence their perspective.

I think this movie works tremendously well
in mixing fantasy element with the real
facilitating Poetic Faith in its viewers as the
depiction of technilogy is highly believable
and consistent.



This movie was one other main inspiration source for my works as the Director Stanley Kubrik uses
every tool he has to create a connexion with the viewer being able to influence him and setting a
certain mood for each scene. Everything from colour, vero-simile technology, camera angle,
composition and narrative is structured and studied to detail.



Another interesting depiction
of a believeble science fiction
can be found in the animated
series Evangelion. The author,
Hideaki Anno, choice to use
Christian symbolisms and take
them out of their actual
context helps to make the
work more Egnigmatic.

The great visual designs and
use of this «taken out of
conext» imagery are powerful
mood setter which make this
work incredibly vero-simile.



I have also researched most popular cartoons from when I was a kid. Despite having lighter thematics
(respect to my other researched works) they still create a believable consistent universe. These are works
capable of setting a specific mood through their visuals, animation and character designs. Most of the
needed information is delivered not through thext but through the use of images.
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I wanted my environment to look unique and colourful, I got
direct inspiration from some Indonesian, Brazilian and
Milesians rural water villages. These vibrant and colourful
villages are brought to

My research journey brought me to explore graphic
adventure games like Grim Fandango where the environment
narrates and guides the player through the virtual adventure,
to understand how I could use the environment to
communicate with viewers through my works.

I also further looked into characters and creatures depiction
in cartoon works. And how these use colour to communicate
character characteristics. Dragonball sketch Reproduction
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MOOD COLOUR AND COMPOSITION

My main inspiration for this project come from Renaissance paintings, illustrations and frescos.

The Renaissance is a period of time where society fought against the oppression of ignorance and

valued knowledge and discoveries in all fields. It was a time of growth and wealth especially in

countries like Italy, where artists were protected and respected by Religious figures and wealthy

families.

This historical period of key importance in our history brought to a “re-discovery” of classical art

and the invention of major artistic canons as proportion and perspective. These new concepts

merged with the heroic and grandiose subject which had defined classical art gave life to

countless elegant and extremely “realistic” visual masterpieces. My project takes great inspiration

from artists as Michelangelo Buonarroti, Franco Botticelli and Giovanni Battista Tiepolo (born at

the end of reinassance). Authors which defined rules of structure, composition and colours to

represent the sublime and the grandiose. The powerful visual works were often commissioned

for churches by priests and popes and became a great instrument of mass visual communication

to reinforce the power of divinity.

I am greatly inspired by these works since I believe analysing and extrapolating the elements

which make them so well deliver sense of sublime to the audience will allow me to make people

view my works experience similar feelings.

A Botticelli inspired
Athena sketch I made



SANDRO BOTTICELLI REPRODUCTION
I made a quick sketchy reproduction of Dante and Beatrice line art
drawing by Sandro Botticelli using Photoshop.

My intent with this artwork was the one of further understanding
and experimenting the proportions and composition which make
the works of this Artist capable of conveying the audience the
Sublime and Grandiose religious thematic as I think understanding
how to use these elements in my advantage will give me the ability
to create strong final pieces.



Monet most significant encounter of his life were the fortunate
meeting with Eugene Boudin «king of the sky» who then became
his mentor, and when escaping in London he encountered Truner’s
paintings for the first time.

Monet had a great awareness and understanding of colour but it
is after hism meeting with Turners operas that his aesthetics truly
came to life. Inspiring Monet to revolutionise the concept of light
and colour.

Both artists made colours became the subject of their works.
Monet especially elevated his paintings to full impressionism.
Abandoning realism to focus on palette and brush strokes.
Actively not looking to represent the real, but using colour and
lights to represent a suggestion, and impression to the viewer.

A painting like Poppies is not about perspective, or about the kid
and woman scrolling through the picture. It is a painting about the
marvel of the Poppies, a deconstruction of colour not the
subject. It is not the presence of relistic detail to make audiences
perceive this work as wonderful but its immersive lights, colours
and use of brush strokes .

I aspire to experiment producing similar works deconstructing
objects and colours in my works to graps a similar impressionistic
effect in viewers. It will be interesting to mix extrapolated
elements from Reinassance paintings and Impressionistic ones and
see how they apply in a «futuristic» context.

MONET AND TURNER



WILLIAM TURNER REPRODUCTION

I made draft reproduction of a painting by William Turner using
Photoshop.

My intent with this reproduction was the one of reproducing a
similar colour selection and use of brush strokes with the digital
folder. I especially selected this piece between the many as I
consider it to have a Complementary Colour palette capable of
setting a specific mood to the viewer which fits the atmosphere I
would like to set in my final year project.



CONCEPT DESIGN EXPERIMENTATION



In this section I am going to analyse my concept Design 
experimentations and evaluate my journey towards selecting 
the design pieces which will allow me to reach the original, 
communicative and engaging visual expression I desire to 
achieve in my final project making it accessible to a vast 
differentiated audience.

These designs will also help in speeding up the production of 
my final pieces as well as making the overall imaginary world 
structured, carefully planned and consistent.

NOTE:



CONCEPT DESIGN  AND THUMBNAILS



With this first concept design page I wanted to clearly visualize my
idea. I want my project to focus on the small reality of hope
experienced by Polina and Brio rather than the corrupted and
destructive post-apocalyptic reality present in my virtual universe.

In this page I annotated visually those that are the bases of my virtual
universe in order to build consistency in my work. I designed some
characters and sketched a first idea of the upside down city making it
“Jelly Fish” shaped. I drew a first concept of the Emporium as well.

All these designs are based on my research and inspiration, I am
rather satisfied with the looks of the emporium but I will explore the
depiction of the city better in my next works.

CONCEPT DESIGN  AND THUMBNAILS



CHARACTERS SKETCHES & CLASSIC STUDIES



ROMAN AND GREEK MYTHOLOGY

My characters are strongly influenced by ancient
mythology. Not in their aspects as much as in
their Symbolism. My two main characters
named: Polina and Brio take direct inspiration
from Athena and her Owl.

In ancient Rome this duo represented: wisdom,
justice and spirit of adventure. Values which my
characters fully embrace.

I think the idea of projecting these morals
through the narrative of my works in a different
post-apocalyptic context is original and
potentially intriguing.



My goal with this project will be the one of sculpting my protagonists
around the tematic which make up the allegoric significance of Athena
and her Pet.

Polina does not only share the symbolism of the goddes but physically
resembles a younger version of Brunelleschi´s Athena representation
being that Polina has similar hair eyes skin tone.

However I didn´t want the link between my characters and divinities to
be too literal this is why Brio is a bird but not an owl.

I believe I require further design experimentations to fully solve how to
succesfully display and communicate thse symbols through the visuals
used in each character making the link totheir mithological
counterparts very subdle.

CHARACTERS SKETCHES & CLASSIC STUDIES



CHARACTERS SKETCHES & MEDIEVAL STUDIES



CHARACTERS SKETCHES & MEDIEVAL STUDIES

With this design experimentation I wanted to test various perspective
and angles. While at the same time get a rough idea of how I could use
dynamic postures to make my works more appealing.

I also experimented to implement outfits of different historical eras. I
added the Laurel crown to symbolise knowledge and medieval armour
for bravery.

Overall I think the use of dynamic postures and weird framing
composition works but I think using symbolism of different time
periods is too confusing and can actually cause inconsistency, reason
why I am planning to drop the medieval theme. Focusing exclusively to
represent a believable projection of future while using some
symbolism of Greek Mythology.
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In this page I further experimented with angles and movement.
My attempt overall was to merge together all the various
assets and elements of play I designed so far to spot any
further inconsistency.

I also made a rough height ratio experimentation and further
costumes designs.

I believe that the characters now spouse well with the
imaginary modern universe, I also started to design some of the
robots made by Polina. It would be nice if they looked like a
child had made them as I think it will be an element able to
further bring believability to my game concept.

CHARACTERS, SETTINGS, DESIGN AND THUMBNAILS



ROBOTS THUMBNAILS



I made a thumbnail design to explore

visual representation of the Robots

Polina build experimenting with shapes

and dimensions. I want them to be as

original as possible while still look as if

they were designed by a child. I think this

concept will help me to further explore

the representation of these important

assets.

ROBOT THUMBNAILS
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In this experimentation I imagined Polina and Brio’s everyday
life activities. I did so since I believe it to be a good exercise to
mould their personalities and possibly explaining them to a
viewer as well through visual communication.

I often see fiction neglecting this type of narrative, they do this
in order to make their characters look more heroic.

However I believe showing glimpse of every day life to be
helpful in transmitting a viewer the idea that the heroes of
wonder seekers are “human”, ´with hobbies and interest which
are not necessarily linked to the purpose of the game.

CHARACTERS & STORY DESIGN
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In this experimentation I designed further elements of play.

I scripted a rough storyboard introduction on the Brio´s background
giving a hints of the cruel world surrounding the main characters. I think
this page works delivers important information to the audience.

I further developed the idea of the robots being “designed by a child”
and tried to draw them as imprecise, imaginary and cute as possible. I
think my concepts are well illustrating these characteristics so far.

In the upper part of the page I designed Brio looking outside the
window. In this sketch you get a glimpse of the upside down corrupted
city as seen in the perspective of the protagonists in the safety of their
workshop.

THUMBNAILS AND FURTHER DESIGNS
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THUMBNAILS AND REFINED SKETCHES

I storyboarded a possible final works sequence to give an
introduction on the fictional world to the audience.

It illustrates Polina and Brio as they run away from an evil
creature during one of their expeditions.

I think this page works, it successfully delivers some of the
most important information of story and narrative to the
audience.

The use of a fling motorcycle illustrates how the clouds
(therefore pollution) are directly produced by humans as well
as providing the viewer the context to understand the work is
set in the future as the bike is able to fly.



CREATURES THUMBNAILS



I Started to design the creatures populating
the outside world based on the research
conducted.

I tried to imagine how certain insects and
reptiles would look like if they were being
mutated by toxic waste. This is a very quick
concept phase which I believe will come of
great help to further explore visual
representation of these creatures, which the
viewer will need to identify as either
dangerous or benevolent.

CREATURES THUMBNAILS
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I Started to design the creatures populating the
outside world based on the research conducted.
With this experimentation page I tried to link the
imagery of snakes and dangerous reptiles in my
creatures in order for the player to visually be able to
recognise them as dangerous.

The design number 3 instead displays another
possible depiction of a dangerous creature which
more resembles a human demon rather than an
animal, I am unsure whether it will fit the
environment I am proposing and I will probably drop
this design to favour the other more “animalistic”
ones.

REFINED SKETCHES CREATURE AND CITY DESIGN
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These design show how Polina and Brio’s delivery vehicle might
look. I wanted them to be similar to their robots and in fact are
“children” drawings inspired. Rather than focusing on
aerodynamics or taking from the real I decided to sketch the most
weird bulky and odd shapes I could think of, to each of which I
attached some “highlighter” types of colours.

I consider these works to work very well in comparison to the
other elements which populate the environment as they do bring a
“sense of wonder” and positive note to the overall game concept.

VEICHLE TUMBNAILS AND TONE STUDIES



These three are the designs which I think best succeed in their role of being
curious oddities. I am pleased with the legs of the first design, the odd
shape of number 9 and the weird composition of 10.

VEICHLES DESIGNS



POLINA REFINED DESIGNS



In this section I am going to analyse my Main character, 

Polina, refined sketches. Experimenting and evaluating the 

produced works to best tailor the visual expression and 

imaginary world I will display in my final works.

NOTE:
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POLINA WITH MASK REFINED DESIGN 

I had already a clear Idea of Polina Physique at this point reason why I
wanted to focus on her mask and attire.

I gave her a mask as he outside world is polluted. Having her without
a mask as she adventures in the outside world would make me
stumble again in a problem of inconsistency. I can use this as an
opportunity to perhaps show a bit of her personality.

An issue having a masks raises is the “lack of displayed emotions” I
thought it would be nice if the helmet had ears like antennas moving
according to Paolina's emotions. Since her face is covered
communication and the possible ability for a player to relate with her
and or understand her feelings can be easily disturbed. The use of
antennas as inspired by Chappie could hypothetically should prevent
this from happening.

I believe number 1 and 6 to work the best despite her mouth being
hidden because they are the most aesthetically pleasing and less
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With these designs I wanted to assess the issue of how I could
visually communicate she is a hard-worker but also a kid living
by herself who grew up alone.

The first though I had was the one of making her look like a
young teenage girl picking clothes by herself (1,4) but this
didn’t really show her professional and adventures style. This is
why I decided to experiment with giving her spacesuit types of
outfits and messy hair.

The helmet of figure 1 and 2 are inspired by Roman helmet in
the way they are constructed to remind of Athena. I also
believe number 2 and 3 to be more explicitly linked with the
“fighter” side of Polina inspired by Mythology.

POLINA REFINED DESIGN AND TONE STUDIES
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POLINA REFINED DESIGN  OUTFIT AND COLOUR STUDIES

As I further designed Polina I tried to merge both concepts of “kid
dressing herself” and “professional space adventurer” with these two
concepts.

Polina Spacesuit is the outfit which I believe best suits her personality,
but the Casual Adventurer style is really relevant as well.

I chose the spacesuit to go as my final design. The use of orange tones
(complementary with Brio’s blue feathers), and warm colours highlight
her energy and bravery. The metallic chest piece is directly inspired
from Roman soldiers uniform and I believe is a good touch to represent
Paolina's nature. Other similarly inspired part of number 1 outfit are
the brown backpack and white trousers which subtly link Polina's figure
to Athena.



POLINA EXPERIMENTAL 3D BUST



I experimented to see if I possessed the skills and if it was possible to transfer my 2d character
concept in a 3d format. I believe I have been efficacious in doing so. I think implementing a 3d
sculpture in the exhibition will help to give viewers a more engaging experience making the
virtual world feel a bit more tangible.

I approached sculpting Polina in an unconventional way, using 3ds max to create a base head
Then finalized it on Zbrush where I adjusted her and added polygons details. Finally I took a
render and painted upon it.

I believe the created bust to be successful in demonstrating that my 2D concepts can be
visualized in 3D without losing their clear aesthetic look (which was my aim with this
experimentation).It is a work which might also come of great use in speeding up production of
my final pieces as I could possibly use it as a base to paint my character on.

POLINA  EXPERIMENTAL 3D MODEL BUST















BRIO REFINED DESIGNS



In this section I am going to analyse my Main character, 

Brio, refined sketches. Experimenting and evaluating the 

produced works to best tailor the visual expression and 

imaginary world I will display in my final works.

NOTE:
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BRIO THUMBNAIL DESIGN AND TONE STUDIES

I sketched and designed Brio, I do not want him to look too realistic as I aim for him to
be a bit of comic release (since he is afraid of heights), but at the same time didn´t want
to create inconsistency.

I decided to make him a parrot because they are more clever than they look and their
facial expressions are often hilarious.

I looked at the visuals of different parrots and birds spices and decided to make Brio
similar to a Budgie. These are small parrots incredibly aesthetically pleasing to me, they
have pastel toned cotes and saturated yellow beaks.

These are colours which symbolise the «vibrant» nature of the character who I want to
make positive, happy, energetic and a little shy. I believe my final choice of light-blue and
yellowish tones to truly highligh the character personality as well as creating a nice
visual effect since the orange of Polina´s Spacesuit and Brio´s bluefeathers are
complementary colours.



Polina and brio together
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I am very pleased with the visual look I´ve given my characters.

A viewer understands the affectionate relationship between

Polina and Brio who seem to be made for each other as they

are complementary both in colour and artistic style

I think the most efficient thing to make these characters

relatable is their expression and body language elements

which I used in these sketches to truly show that they care for

each other.

DESIGNING THE DUO!



PROJECT CREATURES REFINED DESIGNS



In this section I am going to analyse my Refined Creatures 

Designs and evaluate my journey towards selecting the 

most convincing visual representation I will then adopt in 

my final project.

NOTE:



GOOD CREATURE REFINED SKETCH



GOOD CREATURES INSPIRATION



I have confidence in this experimental drawing to give a good
depiction of one of the “good” creatures inhabiting the world.

I believe composition to efficaciously communicate the nature of
the displayed creature. The viewer is at a safe distance from the
scene, no character presented seems to note their presence and
the protagonists are not only close to the creature but they pet it as
well which more explicitly shows the creature not to be a threat.

Visually the creature is not perceived as a threat as despite the
clear “reptile” inspired features it has soft shapes which almost
confuse with the clouds surrounding it creating a subconscious
feeling of calm.

MEETING A GOOD CREATURE



BAD CREATURE REFINED SKETCH



BAD CREATURES
INSPIRATION



This other experimentation displays a threatening creature
instead. The viewer is again at a safe distance but the imagery
used to represent Polina and Brio (armed) and the “grinning”
expression of the monster make him recognise the danger of
the situation.

This drawing works well also since the creature displays clear
similarities to what are most common animals perceived as
dangerous nowadays. It has bumpy clearly infected skin, jaws
and giant spider teeth, arm in positions where arms shouldn’t
be and the overall composition reminds of a giant wasp.

MEETING A BAD CREATURE



BAD CREATURE REFINED SKETCH 2



In this other experimental drawing the viewer still recognises the danger but
composition and subject of the scene empower him. The viewer is directly
placed in the scene safely beyond Polina and Brio who look ready to fight
back.

The danger in successfully represented in this picture since it is conveyed by
the creature which with his giant body covers the horizon of both players
and protagonists. Despite this I think this very piece to be less effective than
the others to guide the attention of the viewer aiding his understanding of
what is presented in the scene, making the picture more difficult to
understand.

CREATURE REFINED SKETCH 2



PROJECT SETTINGS REFINED DESIGNS



In this section I am going to analyse my Settings Refined 

Designs. Crucial element of my project, I will experiment 

and reflect to see how I can use all tools designs provide 

me to create solid, communicating and original final 

pieces. 

NOTE:



EVENING SUBWAY



This drawing represents Brio and Polina taking the subway. I believe this sketch to be able
to deliver viewers information about both characters and environment.

The context of being set in a near future is presented with the merging of contemporary
elements of urban cities (subways train) and the representation of the upside down city of
Medusa as seen from the train window. Further information about the environment are
given by the just visible spaceship passing outside.

This concept demonstrates how human and “alien” like creatures live together in a society
similar to ours, where people sit close to you despite the whole train being empty. The
viewer is also helped in understanding through visuals that Polina and Brio are returning
from one of their journeys as not only it is late at night but they also carry numerous bags
and objects with them.

I am very satisfied with this piece and how it clearly it illustrates the game concept. I think
that the perspective of it, being the scene set as if the viewer had just entered the train,
gives a further meaning of immersion to the piece.

EVENING SUBWAY



ALMOST TIME TO CLOSE 



This is another scene set at night, but this time it is made in order to let the viewer get to
know the protagonists and discover the marvels hidden in their Robot Repairmen Shop.

I believe this sketch to be successful in delivering the Safety as the only link to the corrupted
city is given through the window which is barely in the scene and can be closed by a big
curtain. It is also capable of visually illustrating the noise generated by the various creatures
and clocks though disorder and image composition.

The perspective is set higher up, the viewer interprets the role of one of the exposed robots
observing down to see what brio and Polina are up to. The use of the onomatope ZZZ in brio´s
speech bubble also contributes to the noise and provides an hint that the two characters are
tired.

Here I got the chance to really experiment at drawing Polina´s robots to make them look as
creative and odd as possible. I think their wacky but cute features implement authenticity and
originality to this shop, and since they are all different and spread a bit everywhere it
becomes intriguing to a viewer to observe each piece, perhaps noticing the presence of some
which at a first glance he didn´t see.

ALMOST TIME TO CLOSE



THE ABANDONED CITY



This quick environment sketch is Inspired by Milan.

The weird angle of perspective lives viewers confused. It
requires them a bit of effort to understand the depicted
surroundings.

My goal was to experiment how I could represent the
abandoned polluted cities to the viewer while setting a specific
chaotic mood. I believe this concept to only in part achieve this
goal, as the viewer is left too much out from the action of the
scene. I think it needs to be worked on more to meet those that
are my expectations for my final year project.

THE ABANDONED CITY



BRIO TO THE RESCUE



I believe this to be a much more effective piece. It shows Polina, stuck in
an abandoned collapsed building trying to escape two evil creatures. The
use of perspective, lights, and composition creates a dynamic scene and
gives the impression of movement solving the issue of how to engage the
player in the scene. The focus and composition drive the viewers attention
towards Polina.

The scenery and placement become symbols of oppression and
immediate danger , the viewer is led directly in the scene as Polina leans
her hand and sight toward him. The whole drawing is set in Brio’s point of
view as it can be seen from the shadows. I think this concept efficiently
communicates with the viewer and is capable of setting a feeling of
danger without the need of a written explanation.

BRIO TO THE RESCUE



YOU HAVE NOT QUITE CATCHED US



This is an experimental piece merging traditional drawing and digital art. I further
investigated colour and tonalities. I implemented stronger complementary orange-
yellow hues to polluted clouds in order to influence the audience perception of marvel
through aesthetics.

However it is object and composition which most allow visual immersion as they are
responsible for creating a dynamic scene that more it is observed the more it delivers
info to its audience. Hidden by the smog there is the hand of a monster.

I consider this drawing to been a useful experimentation but not to be efficient as
wished in representing my ideas. It visually is able to narrate the whole scene of Polina
and Brio escaping while the monster chases them but the overall studied depiction is
too confused and displays elements of different artist inspiration which crash into each
other.

The brush strokes are almost impressionistic, while the characters are cartoonish and
well de-lined, I believe I require to find a more balanced way to visually represent my
ideas in the next works. I might do this by further deconstructing the outline of the
characters.

YOU HAVE NOT QUITE CATCHED US



3D MERGED WITH 2D EXPERIMENTATION



The goal of this section is the one of providing evidence of 

experimentations and display technical skills. I will analyse 

my mixed media works and evaluate whether it is a 

technique I will implement in my final pieces.

NOTE:



A NIGHT OUT!



A night out is an experimental piece depicting Polina and Brio as they
adventure at night in a deserted area and meet a group of strange looking
robots.

I created the piece by making a 3Dsmax modelled and lighted scene on
which I then painted on using personalized brushes in photoshop to give it
an impressionistic feeling.

I tried to deconstruct the figures of my 3D models as you would do in an
impressionistic painting . I experimented to allow lights and colours to be
the main subject of the scene, to allow a viewer to immediately perceive
the aesthetic power given by the “summer night” atmosphere generated
by colours rather than the presented objects. I am pleased to see how
through the use of 3D I can achieve this impressionistic original look and I
believe this piece works and is a good mood setter.

A NIGHT OUT!



PROOF OF PROCESS



These experimented technique looks good alone, but raises the issue of

inconsistency in a showcase of 2D exclusively works. This is why I decided

to implement it in the world of Wonder seekers 3D models to represent

Polina’s creation and the needed object to be found.

Using this inconsistency in my advantage to allow a player to understand

between the various objects which he needs to collect. This techniques

highlights viewers´ objective and give context to the implementation of

mixed 2d-3d graphics.

3D & 2D MERGING ISSUES



3D MODELS IN A 2D WORLD



I am very pleased with the visuals of
the selected designs as they do recall
the drawings of little children and the
merging of 2D and 3D gives them
quite a un ique look.



FINAL PIECES EXPERIMENTATION



The goal of this section is the one of analysing the impact 

of various artistic styles on my final project. In order to 

then select the Main personal Art style I will use in my 

final showcase work and provide evidence of achievability 

through experimentations and display of technical skills. 

(all HD versions of experimental final pieces are found in a 

separate format)

NOTE:



BUILDING BUILDING BUILDING...



ARTISTIC STYLE INSPIRATION



This experimental Photoshop illustration displays Polina and Brio as
they build a robot. I decided to use a “line art” inspired drawing style
which is quick to produce and has proven to be quite efficient in the
past.

I used this style to visually explain the narrative of the scene, and
emulate noise and action to creative perception of dynamism. It is a
piece that looks confounding at first but becomes clearer and clearer
as audience observe it. The protagonist of this drawing is the light,
shining through the device used by the protagonists to weld the robot.
It is the presence of this one that allows the viewer to read the
drawing and perceive a feeling of movement, as the light almost
appears to be flickering.

My main inspirations from this project came from illustrations by and
I believe it to work efficiently in this context but not to be the best
style to adopt in the case of a showcase as it is too dark to be
repeated often and might interfere with the joyful theme of the
overall project. I might do a series of similar designs and limit them to
the booklet not to cause inconsistency.

BUILDING BUILDING BUILDING...



PROOF OF PROCESS







ADVENTURING BEYOND



GRIM FANDANGO CONCEPT ART:
Great example of a graphic adventure game
capable of narrating its story through the use of
settings.



This experimental concepts depicts Biro and Polina jumping
out of the polluted city to adventure in the unknown.

I think the choice of using greyscale helps highlighting the
dark nature of the city of Medusa while the composition and
UI inspired arrows help to guide the view of a spectator to
make him notice there is something hidden within the
decadent city: Our two unstoppable adventurers.

This concept piece is done entirely with Photoshop and it
displays my investigation on how I could use composition and
visual symbolism to my favour to set a mood to the audience
and efficiently narrate them a story.

ADVENTURING BEYOND



Adventuring beyond is part of a 2 pieces composition to
further give a sense of continuity and movement to
their viewer and introduces the characters in context
with the apocalyptic universe.

It visually communicates the focus of the game to their
viewers as it first shows a general dramatic reality but
then focuses on the protagonist and their smaller
happier, adventurous and thoughtless one.

I really like the symbolism and type of visuals adopted
but I believe I will experiment adding colour next as a
monochromatic style does not seem the most fit
solution for my project.

ADVENTURING BEYOND



PROOF OF PROCESS







ADVENTURING BEYOND 2



PROOF OF PROCESS





AFTER EFFECTS- MOTION PORTRAIT EXPERIMENTATION

I also experimented to create small segments of animations
with After effects, Photoshop and Motion Portrait to
differentiate my drawings make the more intriguing and
more dynamic. (footage in separate folder)



ADVENTURING BEYOND 3ADVENTURING BEYOND



With this other artistic piece I desired to further research how to visually
display the city (symbol of decadence) hidden in the vast joyful outside
world. This is the reason why I took my previously made illustration and
added colours as if someone was observing the scene through an opaque
window. I flipped the image to accommodate a viewer sight, since we read
from left to right, this way he will notice the city first and the characters on a
second more analytical view.

I wanted to create an aesthetically pleasing effect while communicating the
disrupting dystopic nature of this world. The pollution is visible to the
audience but it is presented in such a way that makes it look not threatening.

The choice of pastel tones, complementary tonalities and the yellow more
saturated accents transmit to the viewer the feeling you get in a sunny day. I
consider my piece to be successful in setting this mood, as this simple
addition of colour greatly communicates its purpose with the audience. I
intend to further investigate these tonalities in my next works as they proved
to be quite efficient.

ADVENTURING BEYOND 3



ARTISTIC INSPIRATION: Views of different landscapes as
seen from various windows.



PROOF OF PROCESS



ARTISTIC INSPIRATION: To make this drawing I also took some pictures to
use as references a stormy day in Plymouth.



HIDDEN MARVELS



“Hidden marvels” is a digital experimental painting I made using Photoshop highly
inspired by Impressionism and Romanticism of Turner and Monet with a vibrant
personal choice of colour. The figure represents Polina and Brio while they
contemplate the nature of their surrounding and whether the figure covering their
horizon is a mountain or a monster.

The main focus of this painting are not the characters presented but the
deconstruction of colour, light, and use of brush strokes to create a visually
pleasing Aesthetic capable of setting a mood of marvel to its audience. I believe
this piece to be efficacious in delivering these feeling and the fact that
understanding the represented subject takes a bit more effort in the mind of the
viewers makes them subconsciously rely more on the sensations and perceptions
colour provide them. I will certainly create final artworks based on this style. The
work took me 5 days to produce, I am sure now that I found the most accurate
colour scheme to speed up this process.

HIDDEN MARVELS



WILLIAM TURNER Turner is by far the best example of a Painter capable to set the mood of its painting solemnly
through lights and colours. Elements which become the main protagonists of the paintings
allowing a powerful communication between author and viewer.



PROOF OF PROCESS











READY FOR ACTION EXPERIMENT



These 3 Palette experimentation show some further research I conducted in use of
colour and visual symbolism. I tried different tone and saturation colour schemes
to see how much even when not the direct subject of the paintings colouring can
influence the viewer´s perspective of a scene.

I designed the base layout for these pictures to recall a game screenshot along with
its usual interface. I believe the less saturated and pastel shades of colour better
suit my project. I also think the addition of user interface elements to my drawing
gives a more explicit link to display the purpose and context of the drawn images
(those of being the designs for a game). Having said this I think I will do one more
further drawing in order to make the subject and scene easier to understand.

READY FOR ACTION



READY FOR ACTION 1

This first  colour scheme is similar 

to the 2d-3d experimentation, 

using a selected complementary 

red and green with yellow 

highlights. Creating a disturbed and 

high impact colour composition.



READY FOR ACTION 2

This second  colour favours 

the use of mainly earthy and 

saturated colours using blues 

as highlights. Creating a more 

relaxing colour combination 

for the viewer.



READY FOR ACTION 3

This last scene presents more 
researched pastel colour combinations 

using mainly light and less saturated 
earthy colour for the environment and 

blues against the complementary 
oranges. Creating a relaxed colour 

composition which can be perceived 
almost as joyful.



READY FOR ACTION 4



This last experimental concept shows my final colour palette I will
adopt in my final art-works and more accurate visual representation of
game narrative and mechanics.

These consist in the selection of complementary tonalities of mainly
Blues and Yellows, preferring pastel shades and using stronger
saturated hues for highlighting a viewer specific assets of the scene.

The evil creature, inspired from my research, shows the visual
elements that should make a viewer recognise it as a monster the
protagonists will need to fight. Further information of this action is
provided by the User Interface which circles the creature as an
objective and visually suggests a player, in this case a viewer, how to
interact with it in a way I consider very efficient.

READY FOR ACTION 4



PROOF OF PROCESS





TO OUR NEXT ADVENTURETO OUR NEXT ADVENTURE



This illustration, done merging traditional drawing and photoshop colouring, titled
“to our next adventure” shows Polina Saying goodbye to brio as now that he grew
up it is not dangerous anymore for him to live in the outside world.

Drawing this concept gave me the opportunity to further experiment the use of
light colour and subject and how they influence the impact a certain artistic piece
has on the viewer. The represented characters and environment are at the centre
of focus in the painting which I believe can transmit calm and a hopeful almost
nostalgic feeling to a viewer which (from a narrative point of view) should have
grown affectionate to the two friends.

In the experimented case the key to understand the context of the scene is
provided by the title of the piece itself which by stating “to our next adventure”
implies that the characters “handshake” is in fact a good-bye.

TO OUR NEXT ADVENTURE!



PROOF OF PROCESS





WONDER SEEKERS



The objective of this experimental digital painting made entirely with Photoshop was the one of illustrating the
main theme of my project “the sense of wonder” through its visuals It is a work presenting fantastic visuals
merging impressionism, neo classicism and digital art. Successfully engaging the viewer in the imaginary
context.

All the research I conducted so far has brought me to design this piece where, the visual symbolism of the
creatures allows a player to identify them as immense but not dangerous. The composition allows the audience
focus to be set on the entirety of the scene. Representation colour and compositions are studied to deliver an
Aesthetically pleasing and wonderous impression. The use of strokes and bulky lines adds a sense of dynamism,
making light guide the player focus towards the creature puppies who if I adopted a more realistic approach
would have been more hidden away from the viewer.

I recognise in this piece all the visual elements I want to include in my final project. In further works however
with I intend to add a bit more details inspired by both neo-classical and impressionistic studies.

WONDER SEEKERS



PROOF OF PROCESS
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The 3 digital Painting composition shows a vertical narrative progress.

They all have been developed with photoshop and they displays Polina and Brio as they gaze up to a mysterious
figure in the sky, represented in the painting through the use of shadows which then turns out to be a creature
who accidentally confused one of Polina´s robot as his cub.

These artwork efficaciously merge elements of neo-classical renaissance painting as use of brush, palette and
composition with elements of impressionism such as the use of light and brush strokes to enhance light and
dynamism.

I consider them to successfully depict the theme of Adventure and Wonder my project is based on, setting a
specific mood and guiding the viewers attention.

This sequence of final-piece experimentation successfully embeds all the elements, techniques and style. I
decided this to be the kind of visual representation my final pieces will adopt as it is clear, original, efficacious and
consistent to my research and designs. Regarding time of production, I have no problem in stating recreating at
least 8 similar paintings will not be an issue, as I did my composition, once I decided the visual style ,each painting
took me one third of the time I took to make the previous.

HIDE AND SEEK



COMPOSITION RESEARCH
I looked at how Renaissance artists use composition to guide the
viewer sight in their artwork and apply it to my final
experimental pieces.



PROOF OF PROCESS









All three compositions use the

Golden Ratio, to guide the sight of

the viewer through the visual

representation, making his focus

shift on the more hidden details,

such as in this case the shadow of

the flying creature.

IMPORTANT NOTE







I was brought to notice that the
characters were merging a bit to
much with the environment
surrounding them. To make them
stand out more inspired by the
artworks of Snow-White,
Borderlands and illustration of GTA
I am going to implement subtle
contouring lines around my
characters.

LINE INSPIRATION











I am very satisficed with the series of experiments and Digital
Paintings produced which provide me enough evidence and backup
to make my project actually achievable.

I managed to solved the various issues my research raised and
develop a personal artistic with an upright level of displayed detail. I
now am aware on how I can use visual symbolism, light and colour
successfully convey information and amplify audience understanding
and engagement to the presented fictional reality.

Furthermore all the research, design and experimentations
conducted helped me in making the actual process of production
much faster, and provided me all the needed evidence to display how
my project can be actually achievable.

FINAL NOTE:


